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 Category:Works of Muhammad Quli Qist Category:Books written in verse Category:Sunni tafsirQ: UIScrollView, do not scale
images when zoomed I have a UIScrollView that has many images and text inside. The images are automatically resized when I
change the zoom. How can I avoid it? I want to keep the images at their original size. Thanks A: Please see this answer. You just
need to set the contentMode property of the scrollview to UIViewContentModeScaleAspectFit. The Overwatch World Cup is in
full swing. The event kicks off today with a team-based, best-of-seven, elimination bracket tournament. The series is not only a

chance for teams to qualify for the Global Pro League for the second time, it’s also a chance for teams to gain international
recognition. From the moment I saw the tournament announced, I was interested. I like the idea of seeing Overwatch grow from
its relatively niche beginnings to a world-wide platform. But was Blizzard doing enough to market the event? A Little About The

Overwatch World Cup The World Cup is being held in California this year. While a nice change of scenery, the team hasn’t
been in the state since the last competition in 2016. Overwatch has some of the fastest maps in the game but unfortunately those

maps have been missing from matches for months. They were designed with the 2016 World Cup in mind, after all. When I
heard they weren’t actually hosting the competition, I figured it would be a great opportunity to explore the location. In the end I
was disappointed. The event, which will run from May 12th through May 23rd, is being held at the Esports Arena in Burbank. I
only found out about it a week before the tournament kicked off. The venue isn’t too bad. It has a fairly small capacity of only

about 2,000 seats, which is a good size for an event of this magnitude. It has plenty of good parking available as well. The
downside is the lack of Overwatch representation. There’s no one from the Los Angeles Valiant, for example. Most of the

players and staff had to fly in from other locations. That meant no BlizzCon ticket. No invitations to BlizzCon. Nothing. This
should have been a great time for the event to be in Los 82157476af
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